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My research interest lies at the intersection of data science, combinatorial optimization and algorithms. My
vision is to leverage data to 1) make informed decisions, 2) (re-)design algorithms that efficiently
solve social or industrial challenges, and 3) push methodological boundaries to improve ML-
based frameworks. In my dissertation Driving Social Impact via Data-Driven Combinatorial Algorithms,
I leverage connections between my three interests to solve fundamental and real-world problems in cyber-
security, foster care and inventory allocation. As an affiliate of the Data Science Institute at Columbia
University, I value the power of data and use real-data in most of my work to confirm the theory I develop
for these problems. I also acknowledge the growing value of ML-algorithms, which can now build models
that uncover connections that we, as humans, may not understand. Thus, I believe that contributing to
this fascinating field will have a lasting social impact and work, therefore, on proving theoretical guarantees
for frameworks that improve the efficiency of ML-based algorithms. Today, I am motivated to continue
combining data science and optimization algorithms to solve interdisciplinary problems of
social value such as in education, health care, poor economics, and energy. Below, I briefly describe my
projects. If you would like to read my full research statement, please feel free to contact me.

1. Combinatorial scheduling for adaptive ML in cyber-security. In my on-going work with Sandia
National Labs, we drive social impact by studying two related problems in cyber-security: an adaptive
ML problem and a game-theoretic model. The goal is to determine optimal strategies for rebuilding
adaptive classifiers under limited cost budgets. We interpret these problems in the light of scheduling
theory. I will talk about this work at INFORMS (SC51, Nov 4th at 1:30pm).

2. Improving the efficiency of ML-based frameworks. This work focuses on a plethora of ML-
algorithms that perform projections on input data. We propose a new family of matrices to improve
the efficency of computing the required projections. We provide both theoretical guarantees and exper-
imental analysis under randomized and adaptive settings. This work wass in collaboration with Google
Brain Robotics (and other institutions) and was published in AISTATS, 2017.

3. Data-driven matchings in foster care. My goal with Graham Windham (GW), an NY-based non-
profit organization that provides services to foster children, is to infuse optimal matching algorithms
with results from prediction modeling in order to improve the quality of child-family matches in foster
care. Using real-data, we are developing informed approaches that help learn/predict interpretable risk
scores for the foster children in the system. We plan to use these scores to design a matching algorithm
that assigns foster children to parents while minimizing the risk probability of a negative lateral move.

4. Data-driven dynamic inventory allocation (Amazon Research). I maintained a constant link
to industry through summer internships. At Amazon for instance, I leveraged real-data to build a
dynamic/stochastic inventory allocation model with embedded predictions on demand. The model
proved to reduce shipping costs per package.

5. Empirical analysis on online packet scheduling. My work in algorithm design goes beyond
worst case via an example of online packet scheduling. I propose three algorithms then build an
extensive empirical analysis that emphasizes the importance of guiding algorithm design by features
and bottlenecks inherent in real instances, rather than by worst-case analysis. This work is published
in Experimental Algorithms, 2016.
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